General Supplies:
Assignment Notebook
Pencil bag or box
Pencils (We recommend 36 to start the year)
Colored pencils
Erasers
1 black Sharpie regular line
1 black Sharpie fine line
1 highlighter
Earbuds or headphones
Calculator (TI 30, 34 or 36)
2 graph paper spiral notebooks
1 set of 8 binder dividers
*1 package (6 pads) post-its 3”x3”only – Please do not buy the super sticky kind.
*2 boxes of Kleenex
*1 package of loose-leaf paper for core classes
Hand-held sharpener with cover
Glue sticks or double sided tape
1 - 1.5 inch binder
1 pack of thin markers

Block 6G Additional Supplies
1 spiral notebook
2 composition notebooks
Scissors

Block 6W Additional Supplies
2 spiral notebooks

Block 6F Additional Supplies
1 1-inch binder for portfolios
2 composition notebooks
4 spiral notebooks

Additional Supplies for Encore Classes on Page 2.
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**German:**
3-ring binder (1/2 or 1 inch) & 5 dividers  
2 Expo markers-any color

**Spanish:**
One notebook & Dry erase maker  
2 glue sticks  
3” x 5” index cards-if you like these to make flash cards

**French:**
1-inch binder, 3 dividers & loose-leaf paper

**Mandarin Chinese**
3- Ring 1.5-inch binder & Loose-leaf paper

**Band:**
Essential Elements Book 1  
Instrument in working order  
1-inch 3-ring binder & pencil  
See specific instrument supplies list on  
**GCMS Band Website**  
*The school can help with instruments & supplies for band. Please contact Mrs. Hammes.*

**Orchestra**
Instrument of the correct size and in working order  
Rosin and cotton cleaning cloth (old, clean shirts/rags work)  
Shoulder Rest for Violin/Viola (Everest, Kuhn, or Wolf are good brands)  
Rock Stop for Cello/Bass  
Black 1” 3-ring binder with outside clear cover sheet pocket

**Music/Chorus** – 2 pocket folder

**Family Consumer Science:**
1 (2-pocket folder)

**Health:**
Folder & loose-leaf paper  
Highlighter & 2-3 dry erase markers

**Physical Education:**
Shorts/t-shirts/socks/tennis shoes  
Notebook/pencil/deodorant

**Technology Education:**
1-inch binder